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1. Introduction
Intersections are important components in the urban road networks which demonstrate
the spatial-temporal characters of city dynamics and contribute much to the total travel
time cost (Nielsen et al., 1998). Intersection delays, which can be defined as the turn cost
that is related to the continuation of travel in a node (Winter, 2002), constitute a large part
of travel times on urban links (Viti et al., 2004). Nielsen et al. conclude that intersection
delays account for 17~35% of the total travel time, according to a survey conducted in
the medium congested Municipality of Copenhagen (Nielsen et al., 1998). However, as
Zheng et al. have discussed, although intersection delays are the key factor which
influences travel time estimation and forecast, most of researches ignore the existence of
intersection delays (Zheng et al., 2010).
One possible explanation is that the data from survey or field experiment is hard to
obtain and update at the early age. Some researchers rely on theoretical approaches and
sophisticated micro-simulation (Horowitz, 1997; Aashtiani et al., 1999; Ding, 2007).
These methods might suit for solving intersection delays from a theoretical perspective,
but it is easy to draw the wrong conclusions and fall short of the ability to generally
imitate the real world if one is not fully familiar with the models (Long et al., 2011). With
the development of stationary sensors (inductive loop detectors, ultra-sonic vehicle
detectors, and closed circuit television cameras, etc.), some researchers seek to estimate
intersection delays directly from the vehicle records (Oh, 2003; Ritchie et al., 2005;
Kwong et al., 2009). But it should be noticed that the low density of the traditional fixedpoint data collecting equipment make it impossible to produce reliable information about
travel time within the network (Gühnemann et al., 2004). Recently, real-time floating car
data (FCD) collected by operating vehicles (taxicabs, probe cars, buses, private cars, etc.)
equipped with GPS-enabled computers has become the mainstream in traffic study
because of its cost-effectiveness, wide coverage and flexibility compared with other
traffic data sources (Herring et al., 2010). Nevertheless, up to now, there are only a few
literatures focusing on intersection delay estimation based on FCD. Some researchers
utilize historical mean method to calculate the intersection delays (Sun, 2007; Zhao, et al.,
2013). This method demands there exists enough historical FCD records in a given time
period so that all the records obey the normal distribution, which seems hard to guarantee.
Some researchers employ piecewise linear interpolation to obtain the intersection delays
(Ban et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011). This solution emphasizes the continuity between
consecutive time windows, but has problems when facing to the data sparseness and data
missing problems. For the over saturated condition, large calculation error is inevitable

using this method because the variation of the speed is slight. To date, it’s hard to get a
satisfying estimation result just from one model due to the complexity of transport system.
Estimating intersection delays based on FCD regardless of different traffic patterns (peak
hour or normal condition) has become a challenging task..
Research in various fields has strongly suggested that the performance of
prediction/estimation can be enhanced when (sometimes even in simple fashion) models
are combined (Yang et al., 2004). Some linear combining methodologies including equal
weights method (Jose et al., 2008), optimal weights method (Granger et al, 1984),
minimum error method (Yu et al., 2005), and minimum variance method (Lilian et al.,
2000), are applied to determine the weights used in the combined models. However, this
kind of methods treats all the inputs at one time, and the calculated weight matrix cannot
evolve with new data. The Boosting method, which is a branch of ensemble learning
theory in machine learning domain, provides a new way to aggregate different models
(Zhou, 2009). Boosting refers to a general and provably effective method of producing a
very accurate prediction rule by combining rough and moderately inaccurate rules of
thumb in a manner similar to that suggested above. The weight distribution in the
Boosting process is not linear combined. It is treated with logarithmic rule which can be
derived from every iteration, and evolves along the input data. Empirical observations
show that the Boosting method does not suffer from over fitting problem, and has good
generalization ability (Opitz et al., 1999).
In this paper, we utilize six different models which have been frequently adopted in
previous studies, including linear least squares regression(LLSR), autoregressive moving
average (ARMA), historical mean (HM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Radical
Basis Function Neural Network (RBF-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM). The first
three methods belong to parametric techniques, while the others belong to nonparametric
ones. We adopt the Boosting approach to aggregate these six models and compare the
estimation result with other four linear combination methods mentioned above. In order
to evaluate the model’s quality, we first choose the subset for a given intersection’s
specific turning direction. 80% of the subset is randomly selected as the input, and the
left 20% is used to evaluate the performance of the model. Without loss of generality, we
make a 10-fold cross validation for each subset. At the same time, we adopt the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis and calculate the area under curve (AUC)
value to assess different models' estimation effects. The results reveal that the proposed
Boosting approach is practically promising in the field. In addition, the Boosting
methodology is an open-ending one, which means any new promising models can be
easily incorporated in the future.

2. The Boosting algorithm
In order to adapt the Boosting in our estimation research, we firstly give the original steps
of Boosting algorithm for binary classification task. The Boosting algorithm is defined as
follows (Freund et al., 1997):
Given: training set ( x1 , y1 ),...,( xm , ym ) , where xi  X , yi  Y  {1, 1} , T is the iteration number.
Initialize D1 (i)  {w11 ,..., w1m }  1/ m , where D1 (i) denotes the weight of this distribution on
training example i on round t (here t=1).
For t=1,…,T
(1) Train weak learner using distribution Dt ;

(2) Get weak hypothesis ht : X  {1, 1} with error:
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) , here  t denotes the final classifier’s coefficient on round t.

(4) Update the weight’s distribution:
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where Z t is a normalization factor:
m
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The final hypothesis is derived after T iterations which can be written as:
T

H ( x)  sign(t ht ( x))

(4)

t 1

This original Boosting classification algorithm can be easily modified for the
regression purpose. In the second step of each iteration t, the threshold is added to the
error calculation with the following criterion:
1,| yi  yi |  threshold 
ht : X  

1,| yi  yi |  threshold 
where the yi denote the output result of hypothesis ht on round t.

(5)

3. Experiment
3.1 Study area & Data pre-processing
The FCD data set contains 2636149 trajectories from about 20000 GPS-equipped
taxicabs in Beijing collected by a business company from March to June in 2011,
accounting for about 598 GB in data volume which leads a favorable coverage across the
whole city of Beijing. We adopt the metropolitan road network of Beijing which is
composed of 18857 nodes and 26621 road segments, holding an amount of 14614
intersections. To get a general idea of Beijing’s congestion status, we choose 400 main
intersections from all the 14614 ones, which mainly locate on the main roads, namely the
expressways, the arterial streets and collector streets. The selected intersections in total
represent the skeleton of Beijing’s road network. The details are shown in the following
Figure 1:

Figure1. Study area and main roads with 400 intersections
Each FCD record FCDi  {gpsfile1 , gpsfile2 ,..., gpsfilen } contains a sequence of GPS log files,
and represents the real travel log during a time period. The GPS log file
gps  { pt1 , pt2 ,..., ptn } is a spatio-temporal point set with a series of single
points pti  {lati ,lo ni , timestampi } , indicating the exact latitude and longitude at the
timestamp i .
Firstly, in order to extract the intersection delay records for a given intersection from
the database, we utilize two data pre-processing procedures in this paper, namely the raw
error filtering and the map-matching process. Secondly, the intersection delays for a
specified intersection are calculated with a piecewise linear interpolation following
Zhang et al.’s research result (Zhang et al., 2011). Thirdly, the intersection delay dataset
for a given intersection is distributed among 96 time intervals (from 0:00 to 23:59 per 15
min during a day). In order to overcome the data sparseness and missing data problem
caused by the unbalanced FCD spatio-temporal distribution, we employ the principal
curve method to get a reliable estimation result of the missing value, which also
represents the changing trend of the whole intersection delays. For more details, please
refer to (Liu et al., 2013). Finally the total intersection delay dataset among the 400 main
intersections is constructed. Each record contains a sequence of delays in each direction
for a given intersection during 96 time periods in a day. The mean value of a time period
is then taken as the representation of this time period’s intersection delay. We also
subdivide this dataset according to different weekdays (Monday to Sunday), because we
believe that the delays’ spatio-temporal characters of a given intersection may change
along the weekdays.
3.2 The Boosting algorithm implementation
Six individual predictors including linear least squares regression(LLSR), autoregressive
moving average (ARMA), historical mean (HM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Radical Basis Function Neural Network (RBF-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) are
selected as the essential preparation of our research. These models have been proved to
be effective in past studies. The first three methods belong to parametric techniques,
while the others belong to nonparametric ones. Since the two types of techniques have

different capabilities to capture data characteristics in linear or nonlinear domain, we can
provide comprehensive comparisons of the combined models composed of these
components.
These six models are designed with the same input and output: we takes the first three
time periods’ intersection delay values as the input, while the fourth time period’s
intersection delay value as the output. For the three parametric techniques, the LLSR (d)
model arises from the empirical observation that there exists a linear relationship between
the first three time periods and the fourth time period. This observation leads to the
prediction scheme by means of linear regression with time-varying coefficients. The
ARMA(p,q) model is one of the most frequently used parametric models in time series
forecasting, which is due to its flexibility in approximating many stationary processes and
to its computational efficiency. In the HM model, K represents the number of the
historical time periods (Here K is 3). Its results are obtained from the average of the three
historical intersection delays. For the three nonparametric models (ANN, RBF-NN, and
SVM), the topological structures and the input parameters play an important role. In
order to determine the best parameters’ combination, we use a simple grid search
approach for each model’s parameter selection. With this method, the ANN contains one
hidden layer with 5 neurons, and the topological structure is 3-5-1. The initial weight and
bias value for the ANN model are also determined. Specifically, we produce the RBF-NN
with zero error on training vectors. It contains as many radial basis transfer function
neurons as there are input vectors. The spread is set appropriate (five in the experiments)
to ensure that the network function is smoother with better generalization for new input
vectors occurring between input vectors used in the design and meanwhile to avoid each
neuron being effectively responding in the same large area of the input space. For the
SVM approach, the RBF kernel is selected and the appropriately adjusted parameters
help to obtain better performance. With the grid search method, the best penalty
parameter C and the RBF kernel parameter  is selected. The six tuned models are then
placed into the Boosting process which is descripted in Section 2. Here we set the  threshold
as 5 seconds.
3.3 Comparison methods and evaluation criteria
For comparison purpose, we also try some linear combining methodologies except for the
six tuned models themselves. Four frequently used methods including equal weights
method (Jose et al., 2008), optimal weights method (Granger et al, 1984), minimum error
method (Yu et al., 2005), and minimum variance method (Lilian et al., 2000), are applied
to determine the weights used in the combined forecasts.
In order to evaluate the model’s quality, we first choose the subset for a given
intersection’s specific turning direction. 80% of the subset is randomly selected as the
input dataset, and the left 20% is used to evaluate the performance of the model. Without
loss of generality, we make a 10-fold cross validation for each subset. At the same time,
we adopt the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis and calculate the area
under curve (AUC) value to assess different models' estimation effects.
3.4 The result
In our preliminary work, the six individual models’ AUC values are among the range
0.65~0.77, which means the estimation effect is ‘fair’ according to Swets’ suggestion

(Swets, 1988). The HM approach performs the worst (0.65) while SVM the best (0.77).
For the four linear combined models with different weight strategies, the models have a
better performance than the individual ones, with the AUC value ranging from 0.85~0.91,
which means the linear combined models are ‘good’ (ranging from 0.85~0.90). One of
this model using minimum variance method performs the best with the AUC value 0.91.
But the fluctuation of this model during the peak time (7:00~9:00 and 17:00~20:00) still
cannot be ignored. For the proposed Boosting approach, the AUC value reaches the crest
of 0.95, which means that the proposed method is ‘excellent’ to estimation the selected
intersection delays during the 96 time period in different weekdays.

4. Conclusion
We propose a novel intersection delay estimation method based on Boosting. Compared
with other six individual methods (LLSR, HM, ARMA, ANN, RBF-NN, SVM), this
Boosting method performs the best. We also test our method with four other linear
combined methods which are based on four different weight determination strategies:
equal weights method, optimal weights method, minimum error method, and minimum
variance method, the final result shows that our proposed Boosting method also
outperforms these four approaches, with the AUC value 0.95. In addition, the Boosting
methodology is an open-ending one, which means any new promising model can be
easily incorporated. This method paves a new way into the intersection delay estimation
research.
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